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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the 
stability behavior of solutions of systems of dif­
ferential equations. Conditions for stability, asymp­
totic stability, uniform stability and uniform asymp­
totic stability of linear systems are given in terms 
of fundamental matrices. The variation of constants 
formula is used to examine the stability behavior of 
certain nonlinear systems. Also the second method of 
Lyapunov and the concept of total stability are discus­
sed. Several examples illustrating the theorems and 
applications are included.
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INTRODUCTION
A solution of a differential equation may be interpreted 
as describing the motion of a particle in a force field.
The solutions may be determined by the initial position 
and the initial velocity of the particle. If one wanted 
an equation describing the motion of the particle, the in­
itial values could be measured and then the equation of mot­
ion could be obtained by solving the differential equation. 
However, there may be errors in the initial values due to 
inprecise measurements and the solution obtained would not 
be a description of the actual motion. On the other hand, if 
the solution of the equation which describes the motion sat­
isfies certain stability properties, a small error in initial 
values would not have much effect and the solution obtained
would be a good approximation of the motion. As an example,
2consider the equation y" + k y = 0. The solution of this
equation which satisfies the initial conditions y(0) = y ,o
y '(0) = v^ is given by y(t) = (v^/k)sin(kt) + y^cos(kt).
Suppose the initial values obtained by measurement were
y^ + Aŷ j and v^ + Av^. The solution of the above equation
satisfying these initial conditions is z(t) = (v q +a v o )sin(kt)
k
+ (yo+AyQ)cos(kt). Since jz(t)-y(t) âXo 1 + 1 I  ̂ z (t) isk
a good approximation of the solution y(t) provided that the 
errors Ayg and aVq are sufficiently small. Thus the solution
-iv-
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y(t) exhibits a definite type of stability with respect to 
changes in initial values.
Having determined the stability behavior of the solutions
of a certain differential equation, it might be suspected
that the equation could be altered slightly, the solutions of
the resulting equation exhibiting the same stability behavior
as the original equation. For example, how small must g(t)
be in order that the solutions of y" + g(t)y‘ + k^y = 0
exhibit the same stability behavior as the solutions of 
2y" + k y = 0? These and similar types of questions will be 
answered in this paper. Chapter one gives the nessecary 
properties of vectors and matrices and chapter two deals with 
differential systems. The basic properties of linear diff­
erential systems are given in chapter three. The definitions 
of the various types of stability to be considered and the 
main results of the thesis occurr in chapters four and five.
-V-
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CHAPTER ]
Vectors and Matrices
The set of all n-dimensional vectors x= (Xĵ , . . . , 
with real or complex entries will be denoted by R^. The 
norm of a vector x, is a real number, denoted |x|, satis­
fying;
(1.1) |x| > 0 and |x|= 0 i,f and only if x = 0
(1.2) I ax I= I a I I X I for any scalar a
(1.3) |x + yi£-jx| + jy|
The set of all n by n matrices A=(a^j) with real or complex 
entries will be denoted by M^. If A is an n by n matrix,
IA I is defined by
(1.4) IAI = sup ! Ax
x f O IX
(1.1),(1.2), and (1.3) are satisfied for matrices. Also,
(1.5) I Ax I 6 I A I I X I for AeM*^ and xe
(1.6) |AB|6 |A||B| for A, BtM^
(1.7) If j Ax j e for 0 x | < 6 , then |A |  ̂/6 .
Proof of (1.7): I A j - sup I Ax j = sup
x#0 I XI x^O
Hence for a^O ,
Ax
|x|
= sup I Ax 
! XI = 1
sup I Ax I = sup I Ax I = JL sup I Ax j . Thus 0‘-jx|=a<6 
X 1 = 1  I X 1 - a  I a  I a  I X 1= a
implies 1 Ax 1•e and hence |A|= I sup |Ax j t/i
a  I X 1= a
Letting
a -̂6 , we obtain t / à
1-
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with their respective norms, and are Banach spaces 
(complete normed vector spaces), For finite dimensional 
vector spaces it can be shown that all norms are equival­
ent. Consequently, a theorem proved using one norm is 
valid for the other norms and the choice of the norm is 
usually dictated by the ease of the proof. For definite­
ness, the sup norm will be employed. That is, for
x = .,x^), I X I= max |x^|.
1^16n
(1,8) With the sup norm, the norm of a matrix A=(a^^) is 
given by n
I A:  ̂ max /  ! a |
l£l<;nZ 1 J
t  tProof: Let S = max > |a | , say S = /L Ia^ | , where k
l £ i r n ^  J
I ^  I ^is fixed. I Ax I = max / a  x ^ max / |a ||x |lliin \ J T T  ] I l^i^rU J
Vmax ' X I = S I X I . Thus { Ax |&S for x^O , so
l$r^n fxl
|A|é:S. For the reverse inequality |A|1.S, let x= (x^,. , x^)
where x^ = I ^ I ^^k] ^3“  ̂otherwise. We may assume
a. .^0 for some ] since otherwise A=0 and the theorem is ob- K J
vious. Then |xj=l and | A , 1 Ax | = max
l6.i&n•w I I Y'
=  1 ^ 1 ^ 'J J: f
= S This completes the proof.
We will consider vector functions x (t) = (x^ (t) ,. . , x̂  ̂(t) ) 
and also matrix functions A(t) - ( a^^(t) ) of a real var­
iable t. Integrals and derivatives of a vector or matrix
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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function are defined by taking the integral or derivative
of the components. For example, x ' (t)- (xî (t),..,x' (t) )
-U ^  "
and I X (s) ds = ( J Xĵ  (s) ds ,. . , ^Xj^ Cs) ds ) . It now follows
that if x{t) IS continuous on an interval [a,b], then 
I iI x(s)ds a, ||x(s)( ds . The algebra of derivatives ofI 4   ̂ 4
vector or matrix functions is analagous to that for real 
valued functions For example, if A and B are different­
iable matrices, then AB is also differentiable and 
(AB) ' = AB' T A'B. pg
\ (J
If AeM^, the exponential series e^ = I + P A^/kÎ con-
verges. Here I is the identity matrix. To see this, con­
sider the partial sums S = ^ A ^ / k i  . Since [A^liIA{^ for
R e g e r s  k^O,^ - S^| = ^  /ki 6 ^  /-kl
\ , .k . k ‘? lAf /ks ^  ̂ jA| /kï . The last sum tends to 0 as m-*»
•«.-nv*! Klm+'
Since it is the remainder after m terms of the series ex­
pansion for e*^^= Thus by the completeness of M^, e^ =
lim S exists,(3© m
(1.9) If AB - BA, then e'^^^ = e^e® .
Before proving this, we state the following formula which 
can be shown by induction. Let A , B & , i-=0,i,,- ,m.
Then 2  A  - A  = Z  Z  •
K=o i-0 A + n  3-0 K=.*Proof of (1.9) : e lim T_ where
V  k m —  ^T^ = 2^ (A+B) /k! Since AB-BA, the binomial theorem holds
and therefore (A+B)^ - ^  . Thus T A^B^“^
On the other hand, e^e^ = lim S where S y A^l / B^
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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m
z z
' Z
A B Let A,
kï j I
—  4  —
A^/kî and B^= B^/k! . Then
m  YT,
la stated
= IXfe-o fe-o ' ^
= 1 1
A i|B ^ .  - and^s = ^  Ak®,
k^O 0=0
Using the formu-
Also
e^+B_gA^B ^|^A+B_ + I - e^e^j independent
of m . Both gA+B_^^ I S^-e^ë^l tend to 0 as m ->oo .
If T^-S —^0 as iti'+n the proof will be complete. 
' ^  j£- m  m
k= I v=I B
T*S VY
= 11=0 ■1
k"(
K
k m b , i ■ 1b | ] "]T
k-]
K i = 0 kï ] H-o tTi
B
]  : =̂-o
j!(k-j)
UA| + IBM
k»
and this dif-
iltiO / \  ̂= 0
ference tends to e e ^ - g ̂ Al+l B _ q m-^oa. This
completes the proof.
A —A —A A Since A and -A commute, e e = e e
any AeM^, e'̂  is nonsingular and (e^) ^ = e
I . Thus for
-A If A is a
diagonal matrix, the notation A = diag[a^^'» « » f ̂ nn^ will be
.k k kdiag [a^j^,. . . , a^^] for integers kused. In this case, A 
à O  and It follows that e^ = diag[e^^^, . . . .  More 
generally, A may consist of submatrices B^ which have their 
diagonals coincident with the diagonal of A. That is, A 
may consist of blocks along the diagonal and zeroes else­
where . Q  ■ . , 0
B, '
0 6,2 '
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If A is of this form we write A = diag[Bj,...,B^]. In this 
case A^ = diag[B^^ 
diag[e®^,. . , j .
[B^,,»,,B^] and it follows that e^ =
“"1 kIf P IS a nonsingular matrix, (P AP) P“^A^P for all
integers k>0. It follows that e >-lAP. 1_Ae"P,
In the following, I^ will denote the identity matrix of
order s and N will denote the matrix of order s with ones s
just below the diagonal and zeroes elsewhere- For example
0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
(1.10) Let AeM^, and let ii,., (lijén) be the distinct
characteristic roots of A, Then there are nonsingular
matrices P such that B AP has the form B=diag [Bĵ ,. . , B^]
where each B, is of the form B, = a I ,+ N _. for some root-L 1 Si SjL
Xe{Xjij..vjAj>. Further, for each root X, there is an i 
such that B^ - Îsĵ  + Ng^ and B^ is called a companion mat­
rix of the root a . The matrix B is uniquely determined 
apart from a permutation of the blocks and is said to 
be in Jordan canonical form.
For a proof of this theorem, see reference[5] page 106
where,it is stated in a slightly different form but gives 
T1.10 for A (A transposed).
The following is an example of a matrix in Jordan form.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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B =
3 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 3 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 3 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 6 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 2 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 2 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 6
Here, B=diag ,63 ,B^] where 8^=313 + N3, 6^= [6] ,
63=212 + N2 , and B^=[6],
If ail the companion matrices of a root 1 are of ord­
er one, A IS called a root of simple type. In the above 
example, 6 is a root of simple type. If all the roots are 
distinct, each block is of order one and the Jordan form is 
is a diagonal matrix with the characteristic roots on the 
diagonal.
Suppose that B=P“^AP = diag[B^,...,B^] is in Jordan
Then Aform,
e^= diag[e
-1 A R 1PBP ^ SO that e = Pe^P Also,
..... ] . The matrices e^i may be calculated
directly. To see this, write B̂  = Ai^ + n
A I
Since a i .
and Ng commute, and since e
Bi = e^ =
diag [e^,...,e^] ,
N.e^s „ To calculate e“s, note that N
is obtained from Ng by shifting the I's down one row. 
For example.
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
Higher powers of N are obtained by repeatedly shifting the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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l*s down one row. N® ^ is a matrix with a 1 in the lowers S-i
left corner and Ng = 0 . Thus e^® ^  (Ng)^/kl and
e®i= e^e^s=
0 0
0
1/21 1
1/3! 1/2! 1
l/(s-D! . 1/2! 1
0
0
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CHAPTER 2
Differential Systems
We will be considering systems of differential equations 
of the form
(t,x^,. . . ,x^)
x' = f„(t,x,,...,x ) ? 2 -L n
Xn =  .............
where t is a real variable referred to as "time" and each 
is a real or complex valued function defined on a subset 
of Unless stated otherwise, differentiation will al­
ways be with respect to the variable t.
In vector form , the above system may be written
(1) x' = f{t,x)
where x=(x^,,..,x^) and f{t,x) =(f^{t ,x),...,f^(t,x)).
This form encompasses a wide variety of differential equat­
ions. For example, a scalar n-th order equation
where the superscript indicates the order of the deriva­
tive may be put in vector form by making the transform-
—  8 —
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( i—1 ) (ri” 1 )ation x ^ = y * , ...,x^=y ,...,x^=y . We obtain
the system of equations
x' = X1
1
2 "3xl = X
x' = F ( t , X - , . . .,x ) .n 1 n
A vector function x(t) is said to be a solution of (1) 
on an interval provided it is differentiable and satisfies 
x'(t) = f(t,x(t}) at each point t in the interval. Let 
(tQ,x^) be a point in ( x^eR^ ) . The problem of find­
ing a solution x(t) of (1) such that
(2) x(t^) = Xq
is called an initial value problem (IVP).
Theorem(2.1) If f(t,x) is continuous, then the initial 
value problem (l)-(2) is equivalent to the integral equation
/ft.,:(3) x ( t ) = x ^ +  ff(s,x(s))ds.
‘'to
Proof: If x(t) satisfies (l)-(2), then integrating (1) from
t^ to t gives (3). Conversely suppose (3) is satisfied.
Then x (tc,)=x^ so that (2) is satisfied. x(t) is continuous 
since the integral is a continuous function of its upper 
limit. Therefore, f(t,x(t)) is continuous. Then the inte­
gral if(s,x(s))ds IS differentiable and has the derivative 
-U
f(t,x(t)). From (3), x(t) is differentiable and x '(t)=f(t,x(t))
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Theorem (2.2 ) Let f(t,x) be continuous for t^^ t ,
|x|<w . Suppose also that f satisfies the Lipschitz cond­
ition |f (t,x) - f (t,y) 12, LI X - y | where L is some pos­
itive constant. Then the initial value problem (l)-(2) 
has a unique solution on the interval [tQ^t^+h].
Proof: Let X be the set of all n-dimensional vector funct­
ions which are continuous on the interval [t^yt^+h]. Let 
K> L and for x eX, define || x || = sup e ^ ^°^l|x(t)| .
t^[to,tQ+h]
With this norm, X is a Banach space. Define T:X+ X by 
Tx(t) = x^ 4- J* f (s , X (s ) ) ds . Let X ,y eX, Thenia
|Tx (t)-Ty<t)I =1 j [f(s,x(s))-f(s,y(s))]ds |
%
J If(s,x(s))-f (s,y (s)) jds<
L y  I X(s)-y (s) j ds . Therefore, 
to
e K(t-to) |Tx(t)-Ty(t) | < L | x (s)-y (s)
= L r e I X (s) -y (s) | ] ds
ta
2 L II x-y|j f e  ^^ds ^ (L/K) || x-y ̂  . Hence
(I Tx-Ty II (L/K) II x-y || and since L/K <1, T is a contract­
ion mapping. Applying Banach's fixed point theorem, T has 
a unique fixed point x = Tx which by theorem (2.1) is the 
unique solution of the IVP(l)-(2). This completes the 
proof.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Theorem (2. 3) If f(t,x) is continuous in a neighborhood 
of the point , then the initial value problem (l)-(2)
has a solution which is defined in a neighborhood of t^.
This theorem is more difficult to prove and requires the 
use of the Schauder fixed point theorem. A proof is given 
in reference [1].
In stability theory we are interested in solutions 
which are defined for all t>to' Theorem (2.3) gives 
sufficient conditions for local existence, in particular 
on an interval t^+h) where h>0. A solution x(t) of (1)
on the interval [t^/t^+h) is said to be continuable provid­
ed there is a solution y(t) on an interval [t^,t^+r) where 
r>h and y(t)=x(t) for all te[tQ,tQ+h). Otherwise x(t) is 
said to be noncontinuable. The next theorem will be very 
useful later on when we must show that certain solutions are 
defined for all t_̂ to-
Theorem(2-4) Let f(t,x) be continuous on a compact set C 
and let (tg^x^) be any point of C. Then any noncontinuable 
solution x(t) of the initial value problem (l)-(2) is de­
fined on an interval [t^,t^] such that the graph of x(t) 
is contained in C for tQ_̂ tî t2 and has the point (t^,x(t]^)) 
on the boundary of C.
Proof: Let x(t) be any solution of (l)-(2) and define
t^ = sup {t I (s,x(s))eC, t^^s^t} . We show first that x(t)
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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can be defined at t^ so that (1) is satisfied. We have
x(t) = Xq + J^ftSfX(s) ) ds for t^2^<t^. Define
te .-i
X (t, ) = lim x(t,-h) =■ Xq + lim /f(s,x(s))ds . This limit
4.̂ +. J,h-̂ 0+ t-̂ t̂  i-O
certainly exists since (s ,x (s )) e C for se[tQ,t^) and f is 
bounded on C. Then by this definition , x(t) is continuous 
at tĵ . Therefore since C is compact, (t^ ,x (t^) ) is also 
in C. Since the integral representation is satisfied at 
t^, X* (tĵ ) exists and equals f (t]_, x (tj) ) . Finally, if 
(t^,x (tĵ ) ) were not on the boundary of C, it would have to 
lie in the interior of C. In this case, f would be con­
tinuous in a neighborhood of (t^,x(t^)). By theorem (2.3) 
there is a solution y(t) in a neighborhood of tĵ  which sat­
isfies the new initial condition y (t^) = x(t^). Thus the 
solution x(t) is continuable. This completes the proof.
If x(t) = Xq -t‘jTf(s,x(s))ds, then 
jx(t)| ^ I x^ j + ŷ lf (s ,x (s) )| ds . Gronwall's inequality
“to
provides a method for obtaining an upper bound on x(t) 
which is independent of x if f satisfies a certain inequal­
ity .
Gronwall's Inequality: Let h(t) be a real valued contin­
uous function and k(t) a nonnegative continuous function on
the interval [a,b]. Let y(t) be a real valued continuous
ft
function on [a,b] and suppose y(t) ^  h(t) + j k(s)y(s)ds
for ajLt^b. Then on the same interval,
-•fc / rt \
y(t) ^h(t) + J"h(s)k(s) expj ^  k (u) du ds
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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In particular, if h(t) = h is constant on [a,b], then 
y(t) 4. h exp| J  k{s)dsj
Proof: Let z (t) = f  k(s)y(s)ds. Then z ’(t) = k(t)y(t)
rt ̂^ k(t)h(t) + k(t) I k(s)y(s)ds = k(t)h{t) + k(t)z(t).
Therefore, z'(t) - k(t)z(t) ^  k(t)h(t).
Let w(t) = z(t) exp I - I k(s)ds] . ThenL A  \ ' f t \
w'(t) = -z(t)k(t)exp {-/ k(s)ds) + z'(t)exp( -/ k(s)ds)
= (z' (t)-z ( t) k ( t) ) exp ̂  - j  k (s) dsj ^ k (t) h (t) exp ̂  -J k(s)dsj
Since w{a)=0, w(t) = /w'(s)ds ^ f k (s) h (s) exp (-fk (u) dul ds
I \  ̂ ^Therefore, z(t)= w(t)exp|jk(s)dsj ^
z. r k (s) h (s) exp (- j k (u) du + f k ( u ) d u )  ds
X e  \ a. ^= Jk (s) h (s) exp k(u)duj ds .
Using this last inequality and the assumption that 
y(t)^h(t) + z(t) we obtain the inequality
y(t) ^h(t) + y  k (s) h (s) exp ̂  J”k {u) duj ds , which was to be shown.
In particular, if h(t)=h is constant, then
y(t) Z. h [ 1 + f k{s)exp ( /k{u)du) ds]. (i)
/ft ® \The integrand k(s)exp(j k{u)du| is of the form -g'(s)exp(g(s))
^ rwhere g(s) =jk(u)du. Since J-g' (s) exp (g (s) ) ds = -exp(g(s))
we obtain J  k (s) exp ̂ J*k (u) duj ds = exp^^(u)dij - 1 .
Substituting this value in (i) , y(t) ^ h exp^ J*k (u)duj 
and the proof is complete.
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CHAPTER 3
Properties of Linear Differential Systems
A linear system of differential equations has the form
^2 = + ®2n<'̂ >='n +
+ ... + an„(t)x^ + b^(t)
TLetting x = [x^f, .^x^] , A(t) = ( a^^ (t) ), and
Tb(t) = [b^(t),,..,b^(t)] , the above system may be written
(!) X' = A(t)x + b{t)
The homogeneous equation associated with (1) is
(2) x' = A{t)X
Several properties concerning linear systems will be 
needed. Unless stated otherwise, we always assume A(t) and 
b(t) are continuous for t^t^.
Theorem(3.1) Let x^eR^.. Then (1) has a unique solution 
x(t) on the interval [t^,+™) such that x (t^) = x^ .
Proof; Let f(t,x) = A(t)x + b(t). Then 
I f (t,x)-f (t,y) 1= |A(t) (x-y) I I A(t) I I x-y | .
Since A(t) is continuous for tj^tg, on any finite interval 
[tQ,tj], there is a constant L such that IA(t) 12 L for
-14-
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te[t^,t^] . By theorem(2.2), the initial value problem
x ’ - f(t,x), X ( t^) = x^f has a unique solution on [t^^,t^]. 
Since t^ is arbitrary, the result follows.
Consider the matrix differential system
(3) Y ’ = A(t)Y
That is, y I = ÿ  a: (t)y (i,j=l,...,n).
K ï/
This is actually a linear system of order n^ so that (3.1) 
applies to (3)as well, i.e., given a matrix CeM^, there is 
one and only one solution of (3) with Y (t^) = C . If Y(t) 
is a solution of [3) and ceR^, then x(t)=Y(t)c is a solut­
ion of the homogeneous equation (2) since 
x'(t) = Y*(t)c = A(t)Y(t)c = A(t)x(t).
Definition(3.2) Let Y(t) be a solution of (3). If for 
each solution x(t) of the homogeneous equation (2) there is 
a unique constant vector c such that x(t)=Y(t)c, then Y(t) 
is called a fundamental matrix for (2).
Theorem(3.3) Let Y(t) be a solution of (3). Then Y(t) 
is a fundamental matrix for (2) if and only if Y (t' is 
nonsingular for all t^t^.
Proof: Suppose first that Y(t) is a fundamental matrix for
(2). If for some t^^t^, Y(t^) is singular, then there is 
a non zero vector c such that Y(t^)c=0. Now x(t) = Y(t)c 
is a solution of (2 ) and x (t^)=0 « But the function ident­
ically zero on [tQ,+“) is a solution of (2) and by the
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uniqueness of solutions x(t)=0 for all . This contra­
dicts the definition of a fundamental matrix since Y(t)c 
and Y (t)0 are distinct representations of the solution 
identically zero Conversely suppose Y(t) is nonsingular 
for t>t^. If x(t) is any solution of (2), z(t)=Y(t)Y ^(t^)x(t^) 
is a solution such that z(t^)=x(t^). By uniqueness,z(t) = 
x(t) for all t^t^. That is, x(t)=Y(t)y "^(tQ)x(t^). Thus
x(t) = Y(t)c where c=Y ^(t^)x(tQ), Further c is uniquely
determined since Y{t) is nonsingular. This completes the 
proof.
A fundamental matrix Y (t) for (2) is extremely important. 
First of all, the solution of (2) which takes the value x^ 
at the time t^^t^ is given by x(t) = Y(t)Y ^ « Second, 
we can obtain the solutions of the inhomogeneous equation 
(1) in terms of Y(t). Suppose we wished to find the sol­
ution x(t) of (1) which satisfies x(t^) = x^ . We assume 
a solution of the form x(t) = Y(t)c{t) where c(t) is a vector 
function to be determined. Differentiating, 
x ‘(t) = Y'(t)c(t) + Y(t)c'{t) = A(t)Y(t)c(t) + Y{t)c'(t)
= A(t)x(t) + Y(t)c'(t). We now determine c(t) so that 
Y(t)c'(t) = b(t), i.e., so that c'(t) = Y ^(t)b(t).
Integrating from t^ to t , we obtain
"t
c{t) = c (t_) + T y ^(s)b(s)ds . Thus x(t) = Y(t)c(t)
= Y(t)c(t^) + Y(t) Y  ̂(s) b (s) ds . Letting c (tĝ )=Y""̂  (t^) x^
we have x(t.) = Y ( t) Y"^ (t ) x + Y (t) f Y“^(s)b(s)ds .o
Clearly x(t^) = x^. Thus if Y (t) is a fundamental matrix
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for the homogeneous equation (2), the solution x(t) of the 
inhomogeneous equation (1) which takes the value Xq at the 
time tQ is given by
(3.4) x(t) = Y (t)Y“^(t^)Xq + Y(t) I Y~^(s)b(s)ds .
•'to
This is called the variation of constants formula^
Theorem(3.5) Let Y (t) be a fundamental matrix for (2).
Then a matrix X(t) is a fundamental matrix for (2) if and
only if there is a constant nonsingular matrix C such that
X(t) = Y(t)C for tj_tQ.
Proof: If X(t)=Y(t)C as described, X •(t)=Y'(t)C=A(t)Y (t)C
=A (t) X (t) . Further X(t) is nonsingular for tj^tg so by (3.3) 
X(t) is a fundamental matrix for (2). Conversely suppose 
that X(t) is a fundamental matrix for (2). Then for any 
constant vector c, X(t)X"^(t^)c and Y(t)Y“^(t^)c are sol­
utions of (2) which take the value c at the time t^. By 
uniqueness, X(t)X"^(t^)c = Y (t)Y^^(t^)c for t^tQ. Since c 
was arbitrary, X(t)X“^(t^) = Y(t)Y~^(t^) or X(t)=Y(t)C where 
C = Y“^(t^)X(Pq ). This completes the proof.
Theorem(3.6) If A(t) = A is a constant matrix, then
t AY(t) = e IS a fundamental matrix for (2).
Proof: From chapter 1 page 4, Y(t) is nonsingular for each 
t and Y“^(t) = e It only remains to show that Y'=AY.
Y' (t) = lim Y (t+h) - Y(t) = lim e ^ - e^^
h'̂ 0 h h-»0 h
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lim e^AetA -
h-»-0 h
lim I e^^-I 1 Now
h^O h
e^^-I = A + hA^ + + .
h 22
— A + h A as h^O .
Hence Y '(t) = Ae^^ = AY(t) so that is a fundamental
matrix for (2).
As an example, consider the equation 
(i) y" + 2uy' + k^y = 0 ( u >0 , k?̂ 0 )
Letting x^=y, X2=y', we obtain the equivalent system
xi - X2
x^ = -k^x^ - 2ux2 
or in matrix form x'=Ax where
A
0
-k -2u
The purpose of this example is to calculate the fundamental 
matrix e^^. Assume that k^>u^ and let w^k^-u ) . In this
case the equation (i) has the linearly independent solutions
y 2 (t) -ut costwt) and y2 (t) = e”^^ sin(wt) . Let
X(t)
YlCt) Yg(t) 
Y[tt) y'(t)
Since y^ and y^ are solutions of (i) it follows that
X'(t) = AX(t) . Also X(t) IS nonsingular since the solutions
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are linearly independent. Thus X(t) is a fundamental matrix
for the system x ' = Ax. Since e^^ is also a fundamental
t Amatrix, by (3.5), e = X(t)C - Setting t=0, we have
I=X(0)C or C=X-1(0). Thus e^^= X(t)X"^(0). Explicitly
x(t) = e ■ut
cos(wt)
-ws in(wt)-ucos(wt)
and it follows that x“ ^(0) =
w
w
u
sin(wt)
wcos(wt)-usin(wt)
0
1
Hence
tA -ute = e
w L
wcos(wt) + usin(wt)
(-w^-u^)sin(wt)
sin(wt)
wcos(wt)-usin(wt)
Finally, we will need Jacobi's formula.
Theorem(3.7) Let Y (t) be a solution of the matrix equat­
ion (3). Then det Y(t) = det Y (t_) exp { ) Tr[A(s)]ds j
^  °  W t .  !
wherç Tr{A(s)] = ^ a .  , (s) is the sum of the diagonal ele-
i= 8ments of A(s), called the trace of A(s).
Proof: Using the product rule for differentiating a deter
minant, (detY)' = ^
tained from Y by differentiating the i-th row. Since 
^ a^^y^^ for j=l,...,n
detD^ , where is the matrix ob-
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11 • Yin
K-=l k^kl [ik^knI
nl nn
Thus detD 
Yll
Ek =
K%(
ĵ̂ detEp, where
Yin
^kl
nl
^kn
nn
•th row
i-th row
Now detE^=0 if k^i since the ith row is then the same as the
kth row. Thus detD,T% 1 a..detE. = a ..detY. Hence 11 i 11
(detY)' detD, ( Z - u ) detY = Tr[A]detY. SolvingT=( Ithis scalar differential equation for detY,
det Y(t) = det Y(t^) exp Tr[A(s)]ds )•
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CHAPTER 4
Stability Behavior of Linear Differential Systems
We first define the various types of stability to be 
considered. Let x(t) be a solution of the vector differ­
ential equation
(i) x' = f(t,x)
which is defined for all t>t .— o
The solution x(t) is said to be stable if
(4.1) for each e > 0 there is a corresponding 6 =6 {e)> 0 
such that any solution y(t) of (i) which satisfies
I y (t^)-X(t^) I^ 6 is defined and satisfies |y (t)-x(t) |< e
for all t>t^.— o
The solution x(t) is said to be asymptotically stable (a.s.) 
if it is stable and in addition
(4.2) there is a 0 such that any solution y(t) of (i) 
which satisfies I y (t^)-x (t̂ )̂ | < A has lim [y (t)-x (t) | = 0.t-><»
The solution x(t) is said to be uniformly stable (u.s.) if
(4.3) for each e •* 0 there is a correspondinc 6=6(e)>0 such 
that any solution y(t) of (i) which satisfies |y (t^)-x (t^) I 5 
for some t^2^0 , is defined and satisfies |y(t)-x(t) |< e
for all t^tj:
— 2 1 —
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In particular, uniform stability implies stability since 
with t^=t^, (4.3) is precisely the same as (4.1).
The solution x(t) is said to be uniformly asymptotically 
stable (u.aoS.) if it is uniformly stable and in addition 
there is a fixed positive real number A which satisfies the 
the following conditions:
(4.4) for each e>0 there is a corresponding T=T(e)>0 such 
that any solution y(t) of (i) with | y (t^) -x (t̂ )̂ | < A for some 
t^^t^, is defined and satisfies ]y (t)-x(t)|<e for all
Uniform asymptotic stability implies asymptotic stability
since A in (4.4) is independent of e and with t,=t , we have■1- o
I y (t)-X(t)I<£ for all t^t^+T(E) provided only jy (t^)-x(t^) j<A
As a simple example illustrating these definitions,
consider the equation x' = kx (k a constant). All solut-
ktions of this equation are of the form x(t) = x^e . For the 
case k=0, the solutions are constant. Thus the zero solution 
is stable, in fact uniformly stable, but it is not asymptotic­
ally stable. For k<0, the solutions are either strictly 
increasing or strictly decreasing and approach zero as t 
becomes infinite. The zero solution is uniformly asymptot­
ically stabler For k>0, the solutions (not identically zero) 
are all unbounded so that the zero solution is not stable.
An autonomous equation is one that is independent of 
the variable t. That is, an equation of the form x' = F (x).
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Autonomous equations have the property that if x(t) is any 
solution, then x(t+h) is also a solution for any constant h.
We use this fact to prove the following theorem.
Theorem(4.5) Suppose that x(t) = c is a constant solution 
of an autonomous equation x ’ = F(x). Then this solution is 
uniformly stable if and only if it is stable. It is uniformly 
asymptotically stable if and only if it is asymptotically stable. 
Proof; Suppose that the constant solution x(t) is stable.
Let e>0 and 6 = 6 (e) in the definition of stability. If y(t) 
is any solution of x* = F(x) with |y (t^)-c|<5 for some t^^tQ, 
z (t) = y(t + [tj^-t^] ) is a solution with |z(tQ>-cI<6 . Thus 
by the stability of x(t), z(t) is defined and satisfies 
|z(t)-c|<e for all t^tQ. That is, y(t) is defined and sat­
isfies jy(t)-c|<e for t^t^. Thus the constant solution is 
uniformly stable. In an analogous manner, the asymptotic 
stability of the constant solution implies that it is also 
uniformly asymptotically stable.
In particular, this result aplies to the zero solution of 
the equation x' = Ax where A is a constant matrix.
Now consider the linear equations
(1) x' = A (t) X + b (t)
(2) x' = A(t)x
We shall assume that A(t) and b(t) are continuous for t^t^.
By the previous results, every solution of (1) or (2) is 
defined for all t^t^.
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Theorem (4.6 ) Any solution x(t) of (1) is stable {a.s.,u.s., 
u.a.s.) if and only if the zero solution of (2) is stable 
(a*s* yu #s«yUc a«s *)#
Proof: Let x(t) be any solution of (1), If y(t) is any
other solution of (1), z(t)=y(t)-x(t) is a solution of (2).
Thus if the zero solution of (2) is stable,
|y(t)-x(t)| = !z(t)I<G provided |z(t^)j<6(e). Conversely, 
if X(t) is stable and z(t) is any solution of (2), 
y (t)=z{t)+x(t) is a solution of (1) so that jz(t)I<e pro­
vided that |z(t^)| = I X(t^)-y(tg)|<6(e). Similar arguments 
apply for a.s., u.s., and u.a.s..
Thus it is legitamate to speak of the stability of the 
system (1) rather than the stability of a particular solution.
The next theorem gives nessecary and sufficient conditions 
for the stability of the linear system (1).
Theorem(4.7) Let Y (t) be a fundamental matrix for the system
(2). Then the system (1) is
a) stable if and only if there is a positive constant K such that
i) IY (t){ ^ K for all t^t^
b) uniformly stable if and only if there is a positive constant
K such that ii) | Y (t) Y"^ (s) | ^ ^ for "̂ o—
c) asymptotically stable if and only if
iii) jY(t)|-*-0 as t->“
d) uniformly asymptotically stable if and only if there exist 
positive constants K,« such that
iv) IY (t) Y”  ̂(s) I ̂ Ke for t^<_s2t̂  +-
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Proof: If Y(t^)ÿ^I, by theorem (3.5), X (t) =Y (t) is a
fundamental matrix for (2) such that X(tQ)=I. The condit­
ions (i)- (iv) hold for X(t) if and only if they hold for 
Y(t). Thus there is no loss of generality in assuming that 
Y(tQ)=I. Also, by theorem(4.6), only the zero solution of 
(2) needs investigation. The solution of (2) which takes 
the value Xq at t^ is given by x(t)=Y(t)x^.
a) Suppose that (i) holds. If x(t) is a solution of (2) 
such that |x(to)|'ç/K, then | x (t) | = | Y (t) x (t^) | ̂ 1 Y (t) | 1 x (t̂ j) j 
^ KI X(tg) I< E. Thus the zero solution of (2) is stable. 
Conversely if (2) is stable, |x(t) j = |Y (t)x(t^) j " e provided 
|x(tQ)l<6 . By (1.7), IY(t)I^E/6 for all t^t^.
b) Suppose that (ii) holds. The solution of (2) which takes 
the value c at the time ti^t^ is given by x(t)=Y(t)Y~^(t^)c. 
Then I X (t) I = j Y (t) Y”^ (t^) c| ̂ 1 Y (t) Y ^ (t^) | | c j ̂ K| c | if t_^_t. 
Hence, | x ( t ) | - c for all t_̂ tj if |cj-e/K. Conversely suppose 
that (2) is U.S.. Then |Y (t)Y"^(t^)c|< e provided |c|^6 .
Again by (1.7), |Y(t)Y  ̂( t^) | ̂ e/ô for t^t^_^t^. Hence the 
condition (ii) is satisfied.
c) Suppose (iii) holds. Since Y(t) is continuous, it is 
bounded and therefore by (a), the zero solution of (2) is 
stable. Furthermore, all solutions approach zero as t becomes 
infinite since | x (t) | = | Y (t) x (t^) | ̂ | Y (t) | | x(t^) j 0 as t-+*. 
Therefore the zero solution is asymptotically stable. 
Conversely, if the zero solution is a.s., there is a A^O such 
that |x(t) | = !Y(t)x(to) I^ 0 as t+= provided |x(t^) |- A.
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In particular, there is a sequence {t^} such that |Y (t)x(t^)|<1/k 
for all t>_t]̂ , and therefore by (1.7), |Y(t)|<l/kû for t>tj^
and hence | Y (t) | -*-0 as t-*-» .
d) Suppose that (iv) holds. Then | Y (t) Y ̂  (s) [ <_K for t^^s^t.
Hence by (b), (2) is uniformly stable. Let 6=1. We have 
I x(t) | = |Y(t)Y~^(t2)x(t^) I Y (t) Y“^ (tĵ ) I Ix(t^) I ̂  K|x(t^) I for 
t^t^^t^. If I X (t^) I < 1 and e^K, then | x (t) | < c for all t^^t^.
If I X(t^) I<1 and e<K, let T(e)= -(1/a)log(e/K) . If t^t^+T(e),
|x(t) |_^|Y(t) Y“ (̂tj_) I ix(ti) I < |Y(t) Y"^(ti) .
Thus (2) is u.a„s.. Conversely suppose that the zero solution 
of (2) is u.a.s.. Let à satisfy the conditions of u.a.s. and
let 0<e<A, There is a T=T(e)>0 such that
! X (t) I = j Y (t) Y”*̂  (t̂ )̂ c I < e for t^tj^+T if |c|<A . By (1.7)
lY(t)Y~^(t^) he/A for t^t^+T. Let 9=e/A<l. Then | Y (t) Y"^ (t̂ )̂ |
^6 for all t^t^+T. Since tj^^t^ is arbitrary, we have
* 1Y (t+T)Y“^(t) 12^ for all t^t^. Since (2) is u.s., there
is a positive constant K such that
** |Y(t)Y~^(s) Ij_K for t^s^tQ. We shall use (*) and {**) to
show that |Y(t)Y~^(s) H(K/6)e~^^^ where a=(-1/T)log6> 0.
Let t^s^t^. There is a non negative integer n such that 
s+nT_<t<«+(n+l) T.
IY(t)Y-1(s)1=IY(t)Y"^(s+nT)Y (s+nT)y "^(s)|
j_|Y(t) Y"^ (s+nT) I iY(s+nT)Y“^ (s) K | Y (s+nT) y "^ (s) |
= K|Y(s+nT)Y'"^(s+[n-l]T)Y(s+[n-l]T)Y"^(s) |
^ K|Y(s+nT)Y"^(s+[n-l]T) | |Y (s+[n-1]T)Y"1(s) |
< K0|Y(s+[n-l]T)Y”^(s)I< <
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K0^” |̂y{s-Hr)Y (̂s) Ke" = (K/8)e'̂ '*'̂  = (K/8)e~°(n+l)T <(2y0)e 
Hiis ocmnpletes the proof .
Theorem(4.8} If lim sup
t-*oo
Jrr[A{s)]ds^ = + 0O,
then (1) is unstable. { denotes the real part )
Proof: By Jacc±>i's formula (3.7), detY(t)=detY(t^)exp^ J*Tr[A(s)ds
Thus j detY (t) j = | detY (t̂ ) | e:q) J* Tr[A (s) 3ds^ and therefore, 
detY(t) is unbounded. This implies that Y(t) is unbounded since a det­
erminant is a continuous function of it's argument. Thus by (4.7) , the 
equation (1) is not stable.
As an example, consider the scalar n-th order equation
(n) + a^ (t)y(^ )̂ + . . . + a^(t)y = 0,
Making the transformation x^=y,... #x^=y r we obtain the equivalent 
system x£ = X2
X.
x' = -a„(t)x. - .n n 1
or in matrix notation, x* = A(t)x where
A(t) =
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
i
-a^(t)
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Here Tr [A (t) ] = -a^ (t) so that the equation is unstable if
lim st^ J*a {̂s)dsj = -h» .t-x»
Iheorem (4.7) will now be applied to the case vAiere A(t) = A is a con­
stant matrix. Here, Y(t) = etA Let B = P”^AP be in Jordan canon­
ical form. Then B = diag[B ,...,B ] where B. = X.i + N and from1 r 1 1 sj[ sj[
the results of chapter (1), e ^  = diag(e^l,... ,e^^]. Also, 
e^i - . As in chapter (1), a direct calculation shows
e^i e^it
1 0 0
t 1 0
t2/2! t 1
t^/3! t^/2! t
Thus for t Ô, je^ij = [1 + t + . . . + t (sĵ -1) ! ]
= + t + . . . + t^®i-^V(s.-l)!] ,
and |e^| = max je^ij for t>0. If for any i, R(A.)>0, then 
Ki<r
0
le^l^ as t-x“ . |e^t is bounded if and only i f a n d  for
tJBthose i with r\(Aĵ )=0, s^=l. Also, |e |-> 0 as t-^ if and only if 
R(A^)< 0 , l^i^r. Since e ^  = Pe^^“^ ( see page 5), we have the 
following theorem.
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%eorem(4.9) If A is a ocmstant matrix, then the system (1) is stable 
if and only if the characteristic roots of A have ncai-positive real part 
and those roots with zero real part are of simple type. It is asymptot­
ically stable if and only if each characteristic root has negative real part.
For example ocmsider the seoond order system x' = Ax where 
“a 3 
c d
A = I I. The characteristic equation is -(a+d)A +(ad-bc)=0.■[: . ,_____
Ihe characteristic roots are %  ̂  = (a+d) - V(a+d) ̂ - 4 (ad-bc) and1,2  — —  -----------
they have negative real part if and only if a+d<0 and ad-bc>0.
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CHAPTER 5
Stability Behavior of Ncai-linear Differential ^sterns
When discussing the stability behavior of non-linear differential 
systems, the first questions concern the existence of solutions on an 
infinite interval. Then the behavior of these soluticxis, if they exist, 
must be determined. We first ccxisider systems vdiose ric^t side is the 
sum of a linear term and a "small” nonlinear term. Using the results 
for linear systems, it is sometimes possible to determine the stability 
behavior of the nonlinear system. For linear systems, either all solut­
ions are stable or else they are all unstable. However, for nonlinear 
systems this is not the case and we will always consider the behavior 
of one particular solution. We first show that for theoretical purposes 
, the solution to be considered may be assumed to be identically zero. 
Consider a particular solution x(t) of a differential equation x' = F(t,x). 
If y(t) is ary other soluticxi, then the difference z(t) = y(t)-x(t) sat­
isfies the equation z' = F(t,z+x(t)) - F(t,x(t)) = G(t,z). The zero 
solution of z' = G(t,z) is stable (u.s.,a.s., u.a.s.) if and only if the 
solution x(t) of the original equation is stable (u.s.,a.s., u.a.s.).
Thus there is no loss of generality in assuming that F(t,0) = 0 and that 
the solution under consideraticxi is the zero solution. Sug^se further 
that F has continuous partial derivatives 3F̂ /0>tj . Let A(t) = [â  ̂(t) ]
be the n by n matrix with a. . (t) = 3 F ^ x  . . If we let^ ] (t,0)
f(t,x) - F(t,x) - A(t)x, the equation x' = F(t,x) becomes x' = A(t)x+f (t,x)
—30—
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For each t, f (t,x)=o( jxj ) , i.e., jf (t,x) |/|x|^ 0 as |x|-̂ 0 .
Thus it might be e^gected that the zero solution of
(1) x' = A(t)x + f (t,x)
has the same stabiltiy behavior as the linear system
(2) x' = A(t)x
We assume that A(t) is continuous for t>t and that f (t,x) is continuous— o
for and |x|^ c. Also Y(t) will be the fundamental matrix for (2)
such that Y(t ) = I. o
Theorem(5,1) Suppose there is a constant K such that
|Y(t)Y“^(s)I<K for t>s>t^
and sî apose that f satisfies the inequality
|f (t,x) I < r(t) |x|
-
Wiere r(t) is a continuous nonnegative function such that J r(s)d»^+.o6 
Then there is a positive constant L such that if t^^t^, any solution x(t)
of (1) for which jx(t2̂) |< c/L, is defined and satisfies the inequality
jx(t) L|x(tĵ ) I for all t>t^. In particular, the zero solution of (1) is 
uniformly stable. If in addition |Y(t) |->0 as t^, the zero solution of (1) 
is asymptotically stable.
Proof: Let L = 2K ejqĵ  K J\(s)ds j . Suppose that x(t) is a soluticai
of (1) such that jx(t2̂ )j<c/L for some Let t2 be the right end point
of the interval of definition of x (t). We assume that x (t) is not con-
tinuable past t2» Since x(t) is a solution of the inhcmogeneous equation 
x' = A(t)x + f (t,x(t) ), by the variation of constants formula (3.4)
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x(t) = Y(t)Y"^(t]^)x(t]^) + Y(t) J Y"^(s)f [s,x(s) Ids ,
Therefore, under the assumptions in (5.1),
ix(t)1 < |Y(t)Y“^(t,)||x(t,)I + f|Y(t)Y“^(s) I |f[s,x(s>1 Ids
^ K|x(t-,)| + / Kr (s) |x(s) Ids.
t,By Gronwall's inequality, for t.<t<t.,t 1— 2 +<%
I X (t) I KI X (t^) I exp^ J  Kr(s)dsj ^ K | x (t^) |exp ̂ K  j  r(s)dsj 
= (L/2) IX(t^) I< c/2 . ^
If t2<®» by theorem (2.4), x(t) must be defined on [t^,t^].
But then since |x(t^)|< c/L and since x(t) is continuous,
|x(t2) |;̂ (L/2) |x(ti) I <c/2. Hence by theorem (2.3), x(t) 
could be continued past t^, a contradiction. Thus 
and we have |x(t) | ̂  (L/2) |x (t^) 12 L |x (t^) I for all 
Thus the zero solution of (1) is uniformly stable since any 
solution with | x (tĵ ) | <min (c/L, e/L) is defined and satisfies 
|x(t)|^e/2<e for t^t^. Suppose in addition that Y(t)-*" 0 
as t-»-~. Let X (t) be a solution of (1) with |x(t^j< c/L 
Then X(t) is defined for all and |x(t)I^L|x(t^)I. Let
e>0 be given. Choose t̂  ̂so large that KL |x (t̂ )] I r (s)ds<e/2.
Let tilt,. Since Y(t )=I, by the variation of constants
r* -1formula, x(t) = Y(t)x(t_) + |Y(t)Y (s)f[s,x(s)]ds =
1 ^  -1 Y(t)x(t)+Y(t)lY'^(s)f(s,x(s)]ds + /Y(t)Y'‘-(s)f[s,x(s)]ds.
4= , 4,
Now using the fact that |f[s,x(s)]|< r(s)|x(s)|< r(s)L|x(t„)|— — o
and the fact that | Y (t) Y~^ (sj ;i K for t^s^t^, ^
|x(t) ll|Y(ti Ix(t^) I + | Y ( t )  I |Jy‘"^(s) f [s,x(s) Ids 1+ K L l x ( t ^ )  | J r  {s) d s
< I Y(tj |x (tĝ ) I +  I Y(t) I ||^ ^(s)f [s,x(s) Ids 1+ e / 2  .
Since Y(t)^0 as t-»-», there exists a t2 such that the first
two terms in the last sum are less than e / 2  if t^t . Thus
—  2
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IX(t)I<G for all max(t^,t^) . Since e was arbitrary, 
|x(t)j-*-0 as t-̂ “ and the zero solution of (1) is asymptot­
ically stable. This completes the proof.
The results of (5.1) are also useful in determining the 
stêibility behavior of linear equations. If (2) is uniform­
ly stable, if B(t) is a matrix which is continuous for t^t 
and if / IB(t) I d t < , then the linear system x'=A(t)x+B(t)x 
is also uniformly stable. This follows immediately from 
(5.1) with f(t,x)=B(t)X.
2For example, the second order scalar equation y”+g(t)y'+k y=0
where g is continuous for t>t , k?̂ 0, is uniformly stable if/+00 ~ olg(s)Ids < +* . If in addition g(t)^0 for t^t^, the con-TO
dition is also necessary. This is seen by making the trans­
formation x^=y, x^=y' to obtain the system
X
- -
0 1 0 1 0 0
_-k2 -g (t)
X =
-k2 0
X +
0 -g (t)
The system x'=
Q) I
f(t,x)
•g (t)
0 1 .
- X is uniformly stable and 
y satisfies the conditions of (5.1) with
r(t) = I g (t) I . On the other hand, if g(t);^0 for t^t ,
|g(t)|=~g(t) and by (4.8) the system is unstable ifj-g(s)ds=+
•Wo
This example also points out the fact that the condition 
-+00
ir(s)ds< +“ in (5.1) cannot be replaced by the weaker 
condition r(t)-^0 as t T o  see this let g (t) =1/(t^-l-t) .
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r(t) =|g(t)|->-0 as but f-g{s)ds = +» so that the
'%>zero solution is unstable.
We now consider conditions which imply asymptotic 
stability. The following is an example where f satisfies 
the conditions of (5.1), the equation (2) is asymptotically 
stable, and yet the zero solution of (1) is not asymptot­
ically stable. Let l<2a<l+e'^and let
A(t) =
-a
s in(logt) + cos(logt) -2 a
' t^=l.
—a(t—1)The system x* = A(t)x has the solutions X]̂  (t)=c^e ,
(t)«Cg exp[tsin(logt) 2at + 2a], both of which tend to 
zero exponentially as t-*̂ ". Thus the system is asymptotically 
stable.
Let B(t) =
0 0 
e-^t 0
conditions of (5.1) with r(t) = e
Then f(t,x) = B(t)x satisfies the 
We now show that the
zero solution of x* = A(t)x + B(t)x is not stable. For this 
system we still have x^(t) = c^e ^ and it follows from
the variation of constants formula that ^
x^ (t) = e^^exp [tsin (logt)-2at] ĵ ĉ  + c^e^ jfexp [-ssin (logs) ] d ^  
We take C2=0 and show that if c^;^0, then Xg (t) is unbounded. 
Since 0 <(2a-l)e^<l, we may choose 0, 0<6''ir/2 so that
cos0>(2a-l)e Let t = e (2n-l/2)iT n Then logt^= ( 2n-1/2 ) tt
and log(tjje^) = (2n-l/2)it + 8. Hence for t^^sf_tj^e® ,
(2n-1/2 )tt< logs< (2n-1/2) TT + 6 . Since the sine function is
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increasing on the interval [ (2n-l/2) Tr,2nir] , we have 
sin (logs) <sin[ (2n-l/2) IT + 6] = -cos6 . Thus
■ssin(logs)>scos0 for t <s<t e® . Hence — n-— — njt
I exp[-ssin(logs)Ids > I exp[scos6]ds > t (e-1)exp(t cose). 
Since sin(logt e^)=ly we have since c = 0 ,
1^2 I = e^^ I Cĵ  I exp [ (l-2a) tĵ ê l J *exp [-ssin (logs) ] ds
> I Cĵ  I exp [ (l-2a) t^e^] t^ (e®-l)exp (t^cose)
= I Cĵ  [ t^ (e®-l) exp [̂ (l-2a)e^ + cos8] t^j .
Thus I X2 (t^e^) i-»■* as n-*̂ « since [ (l-2a)e^ + cos9] > 0.
The following lemma will be needed.
Lemma: Suppose there is a positive constant K such that
J|Y (t)Y”^(s)Ids ^ K for t^t^ .toThen there is a positive constant N such that
-t/KI Y (t) I Ne for t ^ Q  .
Proof: Let * (t) = 1/1Y (t) I , i|̂ (t) = r<J){s)ds.
ftThen i|»(t)Y(t) = / Y(t)Y (s) Y (s) (f> (s) ds so that
^  ^  1 ft 1(t) |Y(t) I 2 / |Y(t)Y"-^(s) I |Y(s) U(s)ds = / lY(t)Y”t(s) | ds ^ K.
'to
<p 1 fj "'to
Therefore i(»'(t) = (j> (t) = 1/1Y (t) | ^ (1/K)ijy(t) . Let
b(t) = tj*'(t) - (1/K) ̂  (t) for t^tQ. Then b(t) is continuous
and nonnegative for t^t^. Let t^>t^ and consider the initial
value problem x' = (1/K) x + b(t) , x(tĵ ) = i|»(t̂ ) . The
solution of this problem is of course ij, (t) and by the variation
of constants formula (t) = t|; (t^)e  ̂  ̂ + fb (s) e ds
t. (1/K) (t-ti) since b(s) ^ 0  for all s , we must have ip (t) (t^) e
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for all t>t^. Thus
-t/Ke|Y(t)|- 1/* (t) < K/*(t) < (K/t(t,))e (1/K)
1 \ ¥ ( ^ l
for t>t,, Choosing N > Ke so large that [Y(t)i< Ne_  1 -
for t^^t^t^, we get |Y(t)| ^ Ne for all t^t^. This com­
pletes the proof.
Theorem(5.2) Suppose there is a positive constant K such that
I IY(t)y“^(s)Ids < K for t>t .
•'to °Suppose that f satisfies the inequality
|f(t,x)I 1 a|x| for 
where a<l/K. Then the zero solution of (1) is asymptotically 
stable.
Proof: By the proceeding lemma, Y(t)-»- 0 as t->« and in
particular there is a positive number M such that |Y(t)|^M 
for all t>_t^. Let x{t) be a solution of (1) such that
IX(t^) I ^ c(l-aK)/2M . By the variation of constants formula
x(t) = Y(t)xCto) + jj(t)Y"^(s) f [s,x(s) ]ds 
Let V(t) = sup I X(s) I. Then
I x(t) I <_ I Y(t) I I X (tg) I + JjY(t)Y ^ (s) I I f [s,x (s) ] j ds 
1 M|x(t(^) I + r[Y(t)Y”-̂ (s) |a|x(s) 1 ds
^ M|x (t^)I + aKv(t)
Since v(t) is increasing , |x(s)| ^  M|x(t^)| + aKv(s)
<_M|x(t^)l+ aKv (t) if t^^s^t. Thus v (t) ̂  M j x ( t^) | + aKv (t) 
and since l-oK>0, v(t)^ M| x (t̂ !| / (1-aK) . In particular 
|x(t) Ijc M|x(tQ) |/(l-aK) ^ c/2 . By the same argument given
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in (5.1) this shows that x (t) is defined for all t>t .— o
It also shows that the zero solution of (1) is stable since 
|x(to)l< min[e(1-aK)/M, c(l-aK)/2M] implies that x(t) is de­
fined for t^t^ and |x(t)|^ M|x(t^)|/ (1-aK)<e for t^t^.
It remains to show that |x(t) |-̂ 0 as t->-» . Let 
u = lim sup IX(t) I . Suppose that u>0. Choose a number at-»-»
so that aK<a<l. There is a value t^^t^ such that for all 
t^t^ , IX (t) I ̂  u/a . Thus |f[t,x(t)]| <_a]x(t)| au/a for 
t>t,. Hence for t>t, . .
" “ f '-1 r -1X (t) = Y(t)x(t ) + Y(t) J Y  (s) f [s,x (s) Ids + jY(t)Y (s) f [s ,x (s) ] ds
%  4,, so that .
r  ' - 1|x(t) I 1̂ Y (t) I I X (tçj) I + I Y (t) I I j Y (s) f [s,x(s) Ids I + Kau/a
toSince Y(t)->-0 as t->» , we have
u = lim sup IX(t)I ^ Kau/a < u , a contradiction. Thus u=ot-»-oo
and X (t) -*-0 as t^«. Thus the zero solution of (1) is asymptot­
ically stable and the proof is complete.
Theorem (5.2) has several important corollaries and 
applications. First, if the linear equation (2) is uniform­
ly asymptotically stable, by theorem (4.7) there exist pos­
itive constants M, a such that | Y (t) Y""̂  (s) | <_ Me ^ for
t <s<t. It follows that Y(t) satisfies the condition of (5.2) 
o —  —
with K=M/a. Thus the condition on Y(t) la (5.2) is stronger 
than asymptotic stability but weaker than uniform asymptotic 
stability.
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Lyapunov*s First Theorem: Let A be a constant matrix and
suppose that the system x' = Ax is asymptotically stable.
Then there is a positive constant b such that if B(t) is 
a continuous matrix and satisfies IB(t)l < b for t>t^, thenI I —  Q
the system x ' = Ax + B(t)x is asymptotically stable.
Proof: Since x' = Ax is a.s., by theorem (4.5) it is also
u.a.s., and therefore Y (t) = e^^ satisfies the conditions
of (5.2). The result now follows since for 0< b< 1/K,
and IB(t)I^ b, f(t,x) = B(t)x satisfies the conditions of (5.2)
As an application, we consider the differential equation
y" + 2uy' + k^y = 0 (u>0, k^O) .
Such an equation arises for physical systems which describe 
simple harmonic motion but are placed in a medium which offers 
resistance to the motion. Recall from chapter 3, page 18, 
that the above equation is equivalent to the system x' = Ax
where A =
let w =^k^-u
0
-ic' 
■ T
al matrix Y(t) = e is given by
2 2We shall assume that k >u and
Then from chapter 3, page 19, the fundament- 
tA
gtA , g-ut
w
wcos(wt) + usin(wt)
(-w^-u^)sin(wt)
sin(wt)
wcos(wt) - usin(wt)
— 1 f A —«îA (t— S) ANow Y(t)Y (s) = e e = e = Y(t-s)
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It now follows from (1.8) that jY (t)y “^(s)| = |Y (t-s)j ̂ Me”^ 
where M is the maximum of the two numbers (w+u+l)/w and 
(w^+u^+w+u)/w. Hence (5.2) is applicable with K = M/u.
We say that f(t,x) = o ( | x | ) uniformly, in t as |xj-»*0 if 
for each e>0 there is a corresponding d>0 such that 
If(t,x)I <e for t>t_ and |x|<d,
I T T  “ ®
Corollary 1 : Let Y (t) satisfy the conditions of (5.2) and
suppose that f(t,x) = o(|x|) uniformly in t as|x|->0. Then 
the zero solution of (1) is asymptotically stable.
Proof: There is a constant d>0 such that If(t,x)I<a<l/K
I T Tfor I XI <d. Thus | f (t,x]j <a j x| for { x| <d. The proof of (5.2) 
may now be applied, the only difference being that the con­
stant c is replaced by d.
As an example, consider the Bernoulli equation
X* - a(t)X + b(t)x^
where a(t) and b(t) are continuous for t?t =0 and n>2.
The fundamental matrix for the linear equation x' = a(t)x 
is the scalar Y(t) = exp[ f a(s)ds] . Thus the conditions on
-1 ftY(t) are satisfied if J|Y(t)Y (s){ds =Jexp[J a(u)du] is 
bounded. If in addition b(t) is bounded, f(t,x)=b(t)x^ 
satisfies the condition of the corollary and the zero sol­
ution is asymptotically stable,
A classical theorem of stability theory is the following 
which is easily proven using the proceeding results.
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Theorexn: Let A be a constant matrix and suppose that the
system x ' = Ax is asymptotically stable. Let g (x) be 
continuous for | x | ̂  c and suppose g (x) = o(|x|) as |xj->0.
Then the zero solution of x' = Ax + g{x) is asymptotically 
stable.
This follows immediately from corollary 1 since x ' = Ax 
is u.a.s.. The motion of a simple pendulum is governed by 
an equation of the form y " + siny = 0. This equation does 
not take into account the fact that there is friction cind 
air resistance which slow the pendulum down. If we assume 
that these forces are proportional to the angular velocity 
y', the equation becomes y" + ay' + siny = 0, where a>0 is 
the constant of proportionality. The theorem above may be 
used to show that the zero solution of this equation is a.s.. 
Making the transformation x^=y, x^=y', we obtain the system
x! = X,
X2 = -ax^ - sinx^
This may be written as x ' = Ax + g(x) where A = 
and g ( T oX) =
- sinx^
0 1 
“1 -a
The equation x' = Ax is a.s.
(see remarks following theorem (4.9) page 29) . x^-sinxg^
^1
< ! X, - sinxi I -*-0 as
0
as x,->0. Then I g (x) I = ! x, - sinx-, | x
1 ^ |x| - ^ | k J
|x|->0. Thus by the above theorem, the zero solution is a.s.
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As a second application, consider the system
^1 ~ ^^1 ^ ̂ + 0 (Xg)
x^ = cxĵ  + d%2 + R(x^) + S (Xg)
where P,Q,R, and S are polynomials in their indicated arg-
^ ^  Fp +qIf g = R+s| f the above systemuments. Writing A =
becomes x' = Ax + g (x) . Suppose that x ' = Ax is a.s..
If the lowest order terms of the polynomials are of degree 
at least two, then g(x) = o(|x[) as |x|->0 and hence the zero 
solution is a.s..
The following is an example which shows that the con­
dition on Y(t) in (5.2) cannot in general be reduced. Even 
if f(t,x) = o ( I XI ) uniformly in t as | x [-̂ O , the a. s. of (2) 
need not imply the a.s. of the zero solution of (1). To see 
this, consider the Bernoulli equation x ’ = a(t)x + x^ where
a(t) = -l/(t+l). Let t^=0. The linear equation x'=a(t) X
has the solutions x (t) = x^/Ct+l). Here, Y (t) = l/(t+l) ->0 as t-»-»
and the linear equation is a.s.. It is also uniformly stable.
On the other hand, the nonlinear equation x*=a(t)x + x^ has
the solutions x(t) = ^o . Now for any
(t+1)[l-x^log(t+1)1
X /xX q >0, x(t) is undefined at the time t= e ° - 1 . Hence the 
zero solution of the nonlinear equation is not even stable.
The conditions on Y(t) in (5.2) are staisfied if (2) is 
uniformly asymptotically stable. But in this case, the con­
ditions on f may be reduced. Consider the condition
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i) There is a positive constant r such that |f(t,x)| |x[
for t^tQ and |x|<c. Also for each e>0, there is a corres­
ponding pair of positive numbers 6=6(e), T=T(e) such that 
I f (t,x) I <_e I X j for t^T and jxj<6 .
Theorem(5.3) Suppose there exist positve constants K and a 
such that I Y (t) (s ) j <_Ke “ for t^s^t^. Suppose also
that f(t,x) satisfies the condition (i) above. Then the zero 
solution of (1) is asymptotically stable.
Proof: We may assume that K> 1 and r>a/K. Let 0<e<a/K,
6=6(e)<c, T= T(e) as in condition (i). Let x(t) be a non-
continuable solution of (1) such that
(a) |x(tQ)|< (ô/2K2)e (T-to)
Let t* = sup {11 I X (s) I <6/2 , t g ^ s <t } . By the variation of 
constants formula, x(t) = Y (t)Y"^(t )x(t ) + / Y (t)Y"^(s)f[s,x(s)]ds
to t
Thus for tQ^t<t*, I X (t) I <_ Ke " | x (t̂ ) | + ^Ke”'̂  ̂r | x (s) | ds .
Multiplying by e^ ^
o'* (t-t©) I X ̂ t) I ̂  K j X (t^) i + J  K r e ^ I X (s) | ds . By Gronwall's
inequality, e°̂  ^°^|x(t)| ^ K| x (t^) | exp ̂  J" Krdsj = K |x (t^) |e °
Therefore,
(b) |x(t)I ^ K | x ( t ^ ) | e f o r  t^^t<t*.
Suppose that t*_̂ T. Using (a) and (b) and the fact that Kr-a>0, 
|x(t) I < 6 / 2 K  for tQ_^t<t*. By (2.4), x(t) is defined at least on 
the interval [t^,t*] and |x(t*)|< 6/2K< c. By (2.3), x(t) is 
defined in a neighborhood to the right of t*. But |x(t*)|<6/2K
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and the continuity of |x(t)j imply that |x(t)|<6/2K in a neigh­
borhood to the right of t*. This contradicts the definition of 
t*. Therefore, t*>T. For T<t<t*,
r *  -1- IY(t)Yx(t) = Y(t)Y ^(T)x(T) + |  (s) f [s,x (s) ]ds and since
T
I f [t,x (t) ] I I X (t) I for T^t<t*, 
|x(t)|<Ke-"(^-^)|x(T)| + fKe-"(':-^)clx(s)|ds
r
T
Thus o'* I X (t ) I ̂  K|x (T) I + leKe |x(s) | ds and by
'T
a ft— T) . E K f t  —Gronwall's inequality e jx (t) | |x(T) |e or
I X(t) j [X(T) I e “) (t T)^ since |x(T)|<6/2K,
(c) |x(t)| <
But eK-a<0 so t* = +« . Hence |x{t)j<6/2 for all t^t^ 
and since 6 can be taken arbitrarily small, the zero solution 
of (1) is stable. Finally from (c) , |x(t)|->0 as t->-« since
eK-a<0. Thus the zero solution of (1) is asymptotically stable 
and the proof is complete.
As an application of (5.3), if (2) is uniformly asymptot­
ically stable, if B(t) is a matrix which is continuous for 
t>tQ/ and if B (t) -*̂0 as t->“, then the linear system 
X ' = A(t)x + B(t)x is asymptotically stable.
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Now consider the equation
(1) X* = f(t,x) = [f (t,x),...,f (t,x)J1 n
where f satisfies the following conditions:
i) f is continuous for t>t . |x!<c—- o ' '
ii) f(t,0) = 0 for all t>t— o
iii) for each point (t^^^x^) with t^^t^ and [xj^l^c, 
the equation (1) has at most one solution x(t) 
which satisfies x(t^) = x^.
The following is a method to determine the stability behavior 
of the zero solution of (1) called the second method of Lyapunov. 
For brevity, let S denote the set of points (t,x) such that 
t^t©, I XI<c. Consider a real valued function 
V = V(t,x) = V(t,x^,...,x^) with the following properties:
a) V is defined and continuous on S.
b) V(t,0) = 0 for all t>t ,— o
c) V has all it's first order partial derivatives 
aV/axjL , . . 3V/3x^ , 3V/3t
defined and continuous on S.
Such a function is called positive semidefinite if V^O on S.
A function W = W(x^,x^,...,x^) with the properties listed 
above but independent of t is said to be positive definite if 
W^O and W=0 if and only if x=0. The function V is said to be 
positive (negative) definite if there is a positive definite
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function W such that V>_W (-V^W) on S. The function V is
said to have an infinitesimal upper bound if for each e>0
there is an h> 0 such that |V|<e for all t^t^, jx|<h. For
example V(t,x) = (x̂  + . . . + x ) sint has an infinites-X n
imal upper bound. Through out the remainder of this sect­
ion, V is assumed to have the properties a,b,and c. Define
a function V  on S as follows:
n
V ’ = V  (t,x) = > 9V f. (t,x) + 3V
' 5t
If x(t) is any solution of (1) on an interval, we may con­
sider the function v(t) = V(t,x(t)) . By the chain rule
v'(t) = ' 9V X* + 3V = V'[t,x(t)].
^ 9t
j=l ]
Thus V  is the derivative of V along the solution x(t).
Theorem(5.4) Suppose that V is positive definite and that 
W  '<̂ 0 on S. Then the zero solution of (1) is stable.
Proof: Since V is positive definite, there is a positive
definite function W(x)=W(x^,...,x^) such that V>W>0 for 
t^t^, 1X I ̂ c , x^O. Since W  *^0 on S , V ’<_0 on S. Let 0<e<c
and consider the set I ={ x| e^|xj^c} . I is compact and 
since W is continuous on I, it attains it's minimum value 
u on I. Since W>0 on I, u>0. Since V is continuous and 
V(t,0) = 0, there exists a number 6, 0<6<e , such that 
V(tQ,x)< u if |x|<5. Let x(t) be a solution of (1) such that
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|x(tg)|<6 . It will be shown that x(t) is defined for all 
t^tQ and satisfies |x(t)j<e for t^t^. It may be assumed that 
x(t)?^0 for any t where it is defined because the assumption 
(iii) would then imply that x(t)=0 for all t. Let t^ be the 
right end point of the maximal interval of definition of x(t). 
Suppose first that t^<+«. By theorem(2.4) x(t) must be de­
fined on with |x(t)|^c for t ^ ^ ^ t ^ . Hence,
V[t,x(t) ]-V[to,x(t^) ] = v(t)-v(tQ> = J*v'(s)ds = J  V'(s,x(s)]ds 0
Therefore since x (t)?fO, 0 < V[t,x(t>] ^ V[t^,x(to) ] .
Since | x (t^) | < c , there exist tg, ^2—^1 that jx(t) | <c
for t̂ <_t_<t2. Suppose there is a value t* , t2^t*<^t2 such that 
|x(t*)| = e. Then since V[tQ,x(tQ)]<u ,
u > V [tQ,x (tg) ] >_ V[t*,x(t*>] ^W(x(t*)] ^ u a contradiction. 
Therefore I X (t) I <e for In particular | x (t^) | <e <c.
By (2.3) we may continue the solution past tĵ , another con­
tradiction. Therefore tĵ =+«> . It remains to show that | x (t) | 
for t^t^. Since |x(t^)|<e, there exists t2>t^ such that 
|x(t)|<e for tQ^t<t2. If for ainy t^t^, |x(t)|^e , then there
is a smallest value t* ^ 2  such that jx(t*)|=e . Then jx(t)|_^e 
<c for tQ^t^t*. As before, 0 < V[t,x(t)] ^ V[t^,x(t^)]. 
Therefore since V[tQ,x(t^)]< u , we obtain the contradiction 
u>u as above. This completes the proof.
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The differential system
Y? = (i = 1,2,3)
^ 9y^
may be interpreted as describing the motion of a unit mass 
in a potential field W = W Y g )  •
Letting = y^ i=l,2,3 and x^^^ = y^ i=l,2,3 
the above system becomes
x' = X,
X' =  ̂ = f(x)
X  ̂ = -3W/9Xj^
x^ = -r3W/9Xg
X' =  - 3 W / 9 X ,6 3
Let V = W (x^,x^ ,x^) + (1/2) [x^ ■+• x^ + x^] . The last term 
is the kinetic energy and V is the total energy of the system. 
Then V'=0 for all x. Now V is positive definite if and only 
if W is positive definite. Thus if W is positive definite and 
f satisfies the conditions i,ii, and iii, (5.4) applies and 
the zero solution is stable.
Theorem(5.5) Suppose that V is positive definite and V  is 
negative definite. Suppose also that V has an infinitesimal 
upper bound. Then the zero solution of (1) is asymptotically 
stable.
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Proof; There exist positive definite functions W,W* such 
that V>_N and -V'^W* on S. By (5.4) , the zero solution of 
(1) is stable. Thus there exists 6>0 , 0<6<c, such that if 
x(t) is any solution o f (1) with |x(t^)|<6, then x(t) is defined 
and satisfies |x(t)J< c for all t^t^. Since V'^0 on S, 
v(t) = V[t,x(t)] is a nonincreasing function. Suppose 
lim v(t) ji 0 . Then since v is nonincreasing, there is ant-»-oo
e>0, 0<e<c such that v(t)>e for all t>t . Since V has an— — o
infinitesimal upper bound, there is an h>0, 0<h<c such that 
I X I<h implies V(t,x)< (e/c) |x| for all t^t^. Thus we can­
not have IX(t) {<h for any t^t^ since if this were the case, 
v(t) = V[t,x(t)]< (e/c) I X (t)1<eh/c <e contradicting the
fact that v(t)^e . Hence |x(t)|>h for all t^t^. Let u be the 
minimum value of W* on the compact set I = {x| h^jxj^c} .
Then u>0 since W* is positive definite. Therefore since 
h^l X (t) I <c for t^tçj, W*(x(t)]^u for t>̂ t .̂ But
-v' (t) = -V'[t,x(t)] ^W*[x(t)l ^ u. Integrating from t^ to
.tt , -V(t) + v(t^) ^ I uds = u(t-t^). This implies that v(t) 
is negative for all t> t^ + v(t^)/u, a contradiction. Thus 
lim V(t) = 0 . Since v(t)=V[t,x(t)] ^ W[x(t)] ^ 0t-*-oo
lim W[x(t)l = 0 . Now W(x) = 0 if and only if x = 0 and it 
t-̂-oo
follows that x(t)-> 0 as t-»-» . This completes the proof.
There are many other types of stability. Those consid­
ered so far are related to the initial point(t^,Xq ). This 
amounts to stability relative to errors in initial data.
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Suppose a physical system is governed by the equation 
(1) X* = f(t,x)
In actuality, the system may encounter pertubations which 
which are not accounted for in the equation (1) . Hence 
not only is the initial data in error, but the equation 
itself is only an approximation . This leads to the concept 
of "Total stability" which was introduced by J. G. Malkin.
Definition: A solution x(t) of (1) is said to be totally
stable if for each e>0, there is a corresponding 6>0 such 
that if g(t,x) satisfies the inequality |g(t,x)-f(t,x)1<6 , 
then any solution y (t) of the equation y ' = g(t,y) with 
I y (t^)-X(t^) I<5 is defined and satisfies |y(t)-x(t)]<e for 
all t^tQ. [ g(t,x) is assumed to be continuous and satisfy 
the same conditions as f(t,x) with regaurd to existence and 
uniqueness of solutions]
Let b(t) be a vector function which is continuous for 
t^t^. As before, let Y(t) be the fundamental matrix for 
the homogeneous system (2) such that Y (t^) = I. The next 
theorem gives sufficient conditions for the total stability 
of the inhomogeneous equation x* = A (t)x + b(t).
Theorem(5.6) Suppose^here is a constant K such that
I |Y(t)y"^(s)| ds 4. K for t>t^.
Then every solution of the inhomogeneous equation x'=A(t)x+b(t) 
is totally stable.
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Proof: By the lemma preceeding (5.2), Y(t)-*' 0 as t->-« ,
and there is a constant M such that |Y(t) h  M for t>t^.
If e>0, let 6=e/(M+K). Suppose that g satisfies the inequal­
ity |g(t,x) - A(t)X - b(t)I<6 . Let x(t) be any solution of 
the inhomogeneous equation, say
A  -1x(t) = Y(t)x(to) +jY(t)Y (s)b(s)ds .
Let y(t) be a solution of y'=g(t,y) such that |y (t^)-x(t^) |<6 . 
y(t) is also a solution of the equation
y ' = A(t)y + [g(t,y(t)) - A(t)y(t)]. Thus by the variation of
constants formula
y(t) = Y (t)y (t^) + j Y(t)Y ^(s)[g(s,y(s))-A(s)y (s)]ds. Hence
^  t
y(t)-x(t) = Y (t) [y (tg) -x(t^) ]+r Y (t) Y is)ïg(s,y(s))-A(s)y(s)-b(s)]
u .Therefore, ^
iy(t)-x(t)| IY (t) I ly (t^)-x (t^) I + <5̂ 1 Y (t ) Y~^ (s) | ds
< Î4Ô + 6 K — c .
As a final example,consider the scalar equations
i) % ' = f (x) = -ax (a> 0)
ii) y ' = g(y) = -ay + y [ a cos(ky/c) + b, sin(ky/c)]
First, the solutions of (ii) are uniquely determined by 
initial values and are defined for all t^O. In fact, by the 
mean value theorem, for any two numbers y^ and y^, there is a 
number y such that g (y^) "9 (72^ “ 9* (y) (y]̂ -y2) • Since g' is 
bounded, g satisfies a lipschitz condition and by theorem(2.2) 
the solutions of (ii) are uniquely determined by initial values
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and defined for all t. Let x(t) = x^e be any solution 
of (i) and let y(t) be the solution of (ii) which satisfies 
y(0) = y^. Using theorem (5.6), the difference |y(t)-x(t)j 
may be estimated. The fundamental matrix for (i) is the
w 4—scalar Y (t) = e and the conditions of the theorem are 
satisfied with K = 1/a. Also, we may take M = 1. Note 
that in the proof of the theorem, 6 is expressed as an ex­
plicit function of e, namely 5=e/(M+K). In particular let
5 = max ( ly^-XQl , + | bĵ j] j Then ly^-x^ll^ and
#t=o
also I g (x)-f(x) I ̂ 6 . Therefore, |y (t)-x(t)j = 6 (M+K).
That is, I y (t) - x e | ^ 5 ( 1 +  1/a).
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